Images
Instructions for authors
PREPARE IMAGES AS SEPARATE FILES in the following
formats: pdf (high quality), jpg (high quality), bmp, tif or psd
in the minimum resolution of 300 dpi (dots per inch).
GRAPHS AND SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS must be prepared
as separate files in vector formats (.ai .pdf or .eps) or in bitmap
formats: pdf (high quality), jpg (high quality), bmp, tif or psd
in the minimum resolution of 600 dpi (dots per inch).
GRAPHS can also be prepared in Excel and sent in separate Excel
sheets.
PREPARE TABLES in MS Excel and send them as separate
documents.
With any relevant artwork - non-copyrighted photos only - please use your own
images or other sources such as Wikimedia Commons, Flickr Creative Commons, or another source that allows photo sharing.
Apart from your own, other acceptable images are the ones released into Public Domain or registered under any Creative Commons Licence which allows
usage of the image for any purpose, even commercial. Remember that images
taken from Wikimedia Commons or Flickr Creative Commons must also be
referenced in the main text and Bibliography. Such images must have a number
reference in the main text and the following information in the Bibliography:
Author’s name, Image name, Source (website link) and date on which it was
inserted into the article.

DO
Send images in the original size in specified formats as separate
files.

DO NOT
Copy and paste images form MS Word or MS Power point.
By copying you lose quality.
Interpolate photos (enlarge resolution in Photoshop) - we will
do it if it helps.
Crop - we will crop images where needed.
Write or draw on photos - we will do it in DTP programs.

SCREENSHOTS
If you work in a specialized program that cannot save images in
formats, we recommend that you try:
- saving the image in any format you can and send it to us for check
- printing it to file as PDF in the highest quality available
- enlarging the graph or image on the screen, and then take a screenshot

Image size guide
Resolution

1cm = 120px
1inch = 300px
SPREAD 5000px x 3500px

5000px x 1770px

Recomended formats

TIF, PSD,
EPS

High quality
JPG and PDF

FULL PAGE 2500px x 3500px

HALF PAGE 2500px x 1800px

TWO COLUMS 1400px x 1100px

